
In your teams, share your level 2

questions from the Articles of 
Confederation reading.



Do Now:

Take out your "Test Before You Trust" packet.

Setup Notes 2: Perspectives



Turn to question number one.

What issue is this addressing? 

What does your packet instruct you do when you 
discover that a source presents an opinion? 

Why do you think it's question number one?

What sources would not have bias? 
(not necessarily a negative)



Talk about each of these terms, and define in your own 
words:
-Bias
-Perspective
-Author's Goal/Intent

In your teams:

Brainstorm a list of characteristics you can look for to 
help you identify the bias of a source (not just IF it's 
biased, but HOW it's biased), or the intent/goal of the 
author.

Whip around. 



Watch America: The Story of Us (first minute and half)

Bias

America the Story of US Notes 2

What perspective/bias does this source have?

Evidence

Conclusion
Write a short conclusion, restating 2Pac's opinion of America.

Why do you think he feels this way?



Annotation for History Class
1. Read the text
2. Underline or highlight repeated ideas and mark them with a letter, symbol, or picture
3. When you have at least 3 repeated ideas, create a  Notes; the 3 repeated ideas become 

your Main Ideas on the left side of your notes
4.  For each main idea, you must have at least 3 sentences underlined in the text
5. Combine the 3 sentences into one summarized statement that explains the main idea
6. For each main idea: explain how it shows Zinn's particular perspective



Main Idea (3)

Zinn's Columbus Notes 2

What is Zinn's perspective?

What does this main idea 
say about Zinn's 
perspective?

Summary
1. In one or two sentences, summarize Zinn's perspective/bias











Homework:

Read Farmers in Revolt
While you read, underline/highlight any words that show possible bias

Come to class tomorrow with the following questions answered:

-What do you think Zinn's bias is? Explain in one to two sentences. 
-What are some positives/benefits of this bias?
-What are some drawbacks of this bias?





What was similar about these two sources?

What was different?

What is Johnson's perspective? How is it different from Zinn?

What does this tell you about history?



Connecting to the Constitution:

Download Shays's Rebellion Handout

and complete it in your teams. 



Shays’ Rebellion was an important factor in the decision to create the United States Constitution. Some historians believe that the 
purpose of the Constitution was to give the American government more power and control, so that men like Daniel Shays could not 
rebel so easily. Other historians believe that the Constitution was created to keep the government from taking advantage of people 
like Daniel Shays by protecting their rights.

Below are two columns: Security/Control and Justice/Rights. In each column, describe 5 different ways that the Constitution 
promotes that idea through laws or actions.

You may need to revisit your Constitution summary

Security / Control Justice / Rights



For Homework: 

Constitution and Federalist Papers

Find 3 main ideas with 3 supporting lines of text 
for each idea




